
Online Visual Prayer Sample Script 
 

NOTE: This section is accompanied by a Power Point with corresponding images. 
 
Scott: Each week, we invite you, our congregation, to submit your requests for prayer, and to 
send an image that represents that prayer, so that we can add it to our “Prayer Mosaic.” The 
“Prayer Mosaic” is a piece of collaborative artwork crafted by Set One Fellowship artists. It is a 
cross with a large heart in the middle we are invited to place our broken pieces, and our prayer 
requests.  
 

Rebecca: Each week when you share your requests and images with your fellow believers and 
we add them to the picture, the mosaic gains more texture, depth, and beauty. We believe this 
evolving beauty affirms that we are meant to bear each other’s burdens, to care for each other’s 
needs, and to offer them to God together. And when we do this we proclaim, believe and 
witness that GOD IS FAITHFUL. 
 

Scott: This week Shauna sent this image and asked us to agree for Unity of Fellowship. She 
says, “We are just so mean to each other, Lord, help me remain in love and clean fellowship 
with myself and with my neighbor.” (Scott prays a prayer of agreement) 
 

Rebecca: Elise sent us this image and asked us to pray for victims of Human Trafficking, to 
Liberate them from the slavery they're in.  Liberate her country. (Rebecca prays a prayer of 
agreement) 
 

Scott: Sarah asks us to agree with her that her marriage would be healed and restored. (Scott 
prays a prayer of agreement) 
 

Rebecca: Luke sent us this image and asks that we pray for his son, who has been in the 
hospital for 10 days. (Rebecca prays a prayer of agreement) 
 

Scott:  Debra is dealing with Grief. She says she feels feel lost.  Will this grief end? Comfort me 
in your mercy Lord.( Scott prays a prayer of agreement.) 
 

Rebecca: Leslie has a praise, she wants to thank God for the unexpected abundance he has 
provided her at work this past week. (Rebecca prays a prayer of agreement,” ended by a close 
to all the prayer requests, releasing them all to the heart of God + Amen”) 
 

Scott:  Everyone we prayed with will receive a printable PDF of the prayer mosaic image in 
their email at the end of this service, as a remembrance that we stand with you in prayer.  
 

And please, continue to send your prayer requests along with an image that represents your 
prayer at Prayer@GroupOneFellowship.org  and we will pray for you, and stand with you as we 
become this wonderful, broken, colorful, work of art that is the Body of Christ.   
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